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This easy to use system looks for horses that are thought to have a good chance of success but not 

supported by one of the main newspaper tipsters. 

To see all newspaper selections for each race, go the to the following website. 

https://www.napchecker.com/tipster.php 

Here you can click on all meetings and times and see a list of horses that are or are not tipped by one 

of the main newspaper tipsters. 

1. Go through all races and note every horse that is one of the first 5 in the betting using the 

Betfair prices. 

2. The first horse that is one of the first 5 named in the betting that is not a selection of any of 

the newspaper tipsters, is a possible selection. 

3. Check the Betfair price is either:  

A maximum of 3 times the price of the favourite 

Or a maximum price of 10.0 if the favourite is 3.5 or bigger 

So if the favourite has a Betfair price of 2.0 then the selection must be 6.0 or less. 

If the favourite has a Betfair price of 4.0, then it could mean a maximum for the selection of 12.0 but 

we stick to a maximum of 10.0 at all times. 

The best time to check for any selections is between 10am and 11am but if you have to check at 

other times then you can. 

When you have a selection, you do not need to only bet according to the price stipulations on step 3 

above. You will bet the horse at any price that it starts at. We just need to be sure it passes step 3 

when you make the selection. 

 

The reason we are looking for these un tipped horses, is that they are thought by the price to have a 

reasonable chance compared to the favourite and the fact that it is not tipped by one of the big 

newspaper tipsters means we could get a bigger price than we should do, were it tipped or napped 

by a few or all. 

You can bet these horses in singles, doubles or using a stop at a winner strategy using staking of 1, 1, 

2, 2, 4, 8 and  making sure you start at 1 again if you have 6 losing bets. 

If you do you could use double staking of 2, 2, 4, 4, 8, 16 making a total bank required of 54 points. 

Thanks and good luck. 
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